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Abstract - Lakoff (1987)‘s Women, fire and dangerous things reveals that elements as divergent as the title shows can have 
commonalities which assist our understanding of concepts and meaning. From this standpoint, the current research project 
adopts a Shapes thinking (as a Meta-language) in meaning categorization. The project proposes two atomic Shapes called the 
Strait and Kurve (coinages from ‗straight‘ and ‗curve‘) for categorization purposes. The atomic Shapes are as follows: 

The Strait:  │     
The Kurve:  <   or  C.    

The motivation for the atomic shapes came by looking at the forms of alphabetic written language, transcription symbols, 
ancient Greek-Latin forms (also adapted from ancient pictographic forms of language) etc. The observation made is that 

codified alphabetic forms and most signs are ―redundantly and consistently‖ represented in terms of smaller building blocks‖ 
(Awuku 2011:152). Thus the aim of the ongoing study is to restate an old concern (redundancy in language 
forms/representation) and to make the point that by adopting a Shape‘s perspective and situating this within categorization, 
common features in both language and the objects that language names in the world can be captured on a much more 
interdisciplinary basis. By decomposing and capturing commonalities, the project additionally aims to produce a descriptive 
lexicon which is a particular catalog linking features of language with concrete objects in the world. The lexicon will serve 
for research in meaning representation and interpretation in a global interdisciplinary perspective. The overall interest is to 
do away with or reduce current perceptions of the world as a bunch of seemingly disparate concepts or entities.   

 

Keywords - Shapes, Categorization, Alphabetic-Phonetic Written Language Forms-Symbols, Redundancy, Objects In The 
World, Meaning, Description, Lexicon. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A quick demonstration, reasoning along Lakoff (ibid) will show hypothetically that the elements in table 1 

below fall into the same category if seen from a gestalt or global view. Gestalt comes from psychology, 

borrowed by Talmy (2000) into cognitive semantics. Positional elements or size do not count for this sameness.  

Object & Description/Hypothesis 

1a. A peanut/groundnut 

(Google.com) 

This object is a peanut positioned vertically. 

It has a curved middle just like (1b) and (1c) or (1d) 

below. 

b. A Bee 

 
(Wikipedia.org) 

This object is a fly in a horizontal position, facing 
the ground. The legs, wings, etc. do not count in a 

gestalt view. 

c. Arabic number 8 

8 

This form is Arabic number 8 

d. a classical guitar 

wikibooks.org 
Table 1 

mailto:ameyosa@yahoo.com
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The bottom line is that when looked at with a gestalt 

or global view, the four objects look alike. The basic 
category label is an 8 Shape: this shape itself in Strait 

and Kurve categorization terms is a complex Kurve 

made of two S forms combined (see more in section 

2, Shapes in Arabic Numbers). 

 

1.1. Motivation; Redundancy in Language Forms 

& Thus Knowledge Representation 

The current work is on forms, called Shapes. As 

indicated in the abstract, the idea of Shapes 

materialized in observing forms represented in the 

letters of the alphabet, in phonetic symbols, in 

numbers and in the different objects that language 
names in general. The observation revealed 

redundancy as also rightly indicated by other 

researchers (Hunnicutt (1985); Dudley (1939) 

reported by Yeni-Komshian (1998); Wit & Gillette 

1999; Shannon (2003), to mention but these. Wit & 

Gillette (ibid), for example, indicated that: 

Redundancy is deeply rooted in language and one can 

find many redundancy features within grammar, 

syntax and other aspects of language. …In descriptive 

as well as prescriptive linguistics, redundancy has 
commonly been regarded as a negative quality of 

language… In descriptive linguistics,… there is an 

explicit attempt to formulate descriptions … in a 

nonredundant manner. It has even been argued, for 

example, that the mental lexicon processes language 

in a nonredundant fashion (Halle, 1971; Halle and 

Clements, 1983). The argument is that a 

nonredundant mental lexicon preserves a certain 

economy (either in memory storage, memory 

retrieval, or both)… 

Redundancy can therefore hide meaning and present 

our sense of the world as different disparate elements 
(even though redundancy, as it exists in language and 

other areas, serves purposes of its own). For example, 

in Pullum & Ladusaw (1986:42, 44, 47), and 

Ladefoged (1993) we have the following forms: 

(Spencer‘s 1996 Phonology and O‘Grady, 

Dobrovolsky and Aronoff (1989)‘s Contemporary 

Linguistics…also pretty much adopt the same 

symbols)  

 

e 
upper mid front unrounded vowel 

IPA usage, American usage 

ə 
Schwa. Mid central unrounded vowel. 

IPA usage, American usage 

ɘ 
Reversed E. Half-close… central unrounded vowel, midway between [e] and [ɣ]. Mirror image of 
[e], or  [e] reversed left to-right… ―not be confused with [ə], schwa, which is [e] turned 

Table 2 

 

Thus, the same symbol with different positioning is presented as a different form. Similarly, in table 3 below, 

the symbol [b], if differently positioned, is seen as dissimilar:  

 

b Alphabetic letter small b; phonetic symbol, voiced bilabial stop 

d Alphabetic letter small d; phonetic symbol, voiced alveolar stop 

p Alphabetic letter small p; phonetic symbol, voiceless bilabial stop 

q 
Alphabetic letter small Q; phonetic symbol, voiceless uvular stop 
IPA usage, American usage 

q Number nine (in some handwritten scripts) 
Table 3: 

 

These two tables are just illustrative of the many and 

several ways in which a symbol can be differently 
positioned and used as a seemingly different or totally 

new or different form in languages using the 

alphabetic writing system.  

From a Shape‘s perspective, there is only one Shape 

in each table, 2 or 3 with different positions. In this 

current view, the same Shape can be positioned 

differently, while the Shape itself is intrinsically the 

same everywhere. Thus, the Shape‘s project in 

categorization seeks for knowledge representation 

where associations can be made and commonalities 

discovered whether in Linguistics or elsewhere.  

Again, it is important to think of meaning in terms of 
Shapes because human perception seems to be 

limited to positional phenomena which lose sight of 

significant generalizations concerning the intrinsic 

nature of the object taking different stances or 

positions, as can additionally be seen here in each 

bracket. 
 

 [m, w, 3]; [f, t, ɟ];  [r, ɹ, ɺ];  [k, , 

ʞ];  [c, ᴐ, ᴒ, ᵁ]. 

 

A redundancy account will present the above as 

sixteen different forms but a Shape‘s account will 

show that there are only five Shapes with instances of 

different positioning. Therefore, where common 

perspectives are sought, representation in terms of 

Shapes captures things better. This point cannot be 

stressed enough for, the more visual/objective the 

modern world tends to be, the more it is presented as 
divisive-disparate set of entities.  

In order to capture the commonalities, we can reason 

with Lakhof (1987), who indicates that categorization 

is very basic to thought.  
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There is nothing more basic than categorization to our 

thought, perception, action, and speech. .... Every 
time we see something as kind of thing, for example, 

a tree, we are categorizing. Whenever we reason 

about kinds of things, --chairs, nations, illnesses, 

emotions, any kind of thing at all—we are employing 

categories. (p 5-6). 

In terms of my work, the process of categorizing is 

done from a certain specific perspective, namely, the 

Strait and the Kurve atomic Shapes. This perspective 

holds no strong computational views on Shapes. 

Therefore, if the term ‗configuration‘ appears at all 

here, it simply reads as ―design, form or architecture 

of,…‖ Additionally, some features such as size, 
number, holes, interiors, and positional elements (that 

may be used elsewhere to characterize a Shape), do 

not typically have strong bearing on the current 

Shapes project.  

 

For example, in his Essentials of Topology with 

Applications, CRC Press, 2010, Steven G. Krantz 

asks whether a ruler and a sheet of paper have the 

same shape, since both are rectangles. Similarly, the 

author asks if a donut has the same shape as 

a wedding ring, since both have a hole in the center 
(https://www.researchgate.net). In answer to these 

questions with reference to my Shapes, external 

appearance counts, however, there are gestalt as well 

as detail considerations in my current Shapes. The 

comparison of a ruler with a sheet of paper is not 

pertinent given that the shape of an object is defined 

here based on the atomic Shapes, Strait and Kurve.  

 

Therefore, an object‘s Shape is not necessarily 

defined by geometry (even though there are 

geometric-regular Shapes as well as organic-irregular 

Shapes). Specifically, a ruler appears like a Strait, 
while a sheet of paper definitely is a Kurve because 

of its intrinsically bendable nature. Similarly, while a 

hole may not define both the donut and the wedding 

ring, yet both are complex Kurves in my research 

project.   

1.2. The Scope of Shapes   

 

The Shapes‘ ongoing project can be seen as a search 
for a lexicon that captures language and objects in the 

world on an interdisciplinary basis using the Meta-

language; the Strait-Kurve. Composition and 

decomposition (of written language forms into the 

atomic Shapes) is crucial to the current work. The 

Shapes project is limited to mainly alphabetic writing 

systems (for now) even though the idea of the project 

stems from examining how written language forms 

developed from pictographs and ideographs. 

Pictographic and ideographic writing systems can be 

the work of future/further developments once the 

initial project goes through or has significant 
standing.  

Additionally, the claim in this paper is not that all 

objects in the world can be described in terms of 

Shapes, thus the notion of Fuzzy Shapes (borrowing 

terms from Prototypical theory). In other words, like 

any scientific proposal which explores all contours of 

the issue, the project looks into natural or artificial 

objects in the world which cannot be described in 

terms of Shapes or vice versa.   

The limitation to a dual or a-two concept of atoms, 

Straits and Kurves finds reality in (1) ancient (even 
our primitive/unschooled parent‘s) forms of writing 

with lines and curves, (2) duality attested in almost all 

spheres of life (e.g. life and death;  male and female; 

basic colors, black and white; up and down; duality in 

language etc.). 

 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ATOMIC SHAPES: 

THE STRAIT & THE KURVE 

 

Table 3 below depicts the characteristics of the 

atomic Shapes; Strait and Kurve. It explains that 

positioning, size, length, and other secondary 
elements are not definitional for the Shape. In order 

to illustrate, I use characters or forms of different 

fonts (Table 5, below, shows a tentative inventory of 

Shapes in this project). 

 

NUM Straits Not Straits (if intrinsic) 

1.  A Strait is vertical or horizontal: but there is no claim of a 

perfect straight shape. This is a gestalt view:  

        I     vertical      ___      horizontal 

 

/ slanting, forward slash  

 

\ slanting, backslash  

 Thus the Strait is differentiated from the way it is positioned. 

 Note that a Strait can be diagonally placed but it is not intrinsically diagonal 

2.  The Strait is also not defined by its size or length even though size-length can be a secondary 

interpretation: _____    horizontal Strait. 

                                             —-- horizontal Strait. 

3.  With objects in the world, A Strait is less flexible or bendable than a Kurve: A flag pole vs. a flag 

cloth: the pole is a Strait 

 

 Kurves Not Kurves 

1.  A Kurve is a curvature (a curve, something bent, not Anything which is a Straight. 

https://www.researchgate.net/
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intrinsically straight) 

2.  It is typically V shape but can be half round circle (   ) or even a C like shape. This is a Kurve: 

V/C/…The following are Kurves:  
             V  C 

  ^ < 

  (  )  

 
 A Kurve can also take different positions or be positioned in different ways or take different stances: 

C, ,  ) 
 Just like a Straight, the size does not matter to define a Kurve even though a small Kurve attached to 

a bigger shape or something needs to be interpreted as smaller in comparison to the bigger shape. It 

is a touch of a Kurve and not a full expression of it. Examples: 

        ʐ        

3.  The following shapes are not simple or basic Kurves; they have more than a Kurve in them. 

 Ç 

 ¿ 
 ~   

4.  Kurves tend to be much more flexible than Straits and show a lot of variations in positioning or 

occurrences than Straits.  

The following are combinations of Straits and Kurves 

1. A Ʌ         ̶             A kurve plus a horizontal Strait  

2. Μ  І     V    І      Two vertical Straits with a Kurve in the middle 

3. ψ U     I           A Kurve with a Strait within it. 

4. ф O     I          A complex Kurve with a Strait within it 
Table 4: Strait-Kurve Description 

 

2.1. Atomic Shapes in Letters of the Alphabet; 

Linguistic forms; & Numbers 
 

The letters of the alphabet (whether capital letter or 

small letter) can be decomposed into the Strait and 

Kurve atomic Shapes described earlier. This is the 

same for linguistic forms and numbers. The inventory 

of forms in table 5 (below) shows distinct Shapes 

―architectured‖ from the atomic Shapes, Strait and 

Kurve. The terms Capital letter and small letter are 

used only for lack of better terms (for now) as the 

forms in them may not look alike and so are distinct 

Shapes in this work. Therefore, the names of the 
alphabets will eventually disappear when better 

characterizing terminologies are found. This section 

presents each letter-alphabet and its decomposition 

into the atoms, including some of the positional 
occurrences which do not distort the singularity of the 

Shape. Thus, ―occurrences‖ in the table means: some 

other stances/positions that the single Shape can 

appear in. Observe that the first letter (in each 

presentation), represents the prototypical positioning 

of the Shape. An example reading of A Shape (in the 

table) is provided here which assists in the reading of 

the other shapes: 

A Shape consists of an upside down Structured Kurve 

and a horizontal Strait. A Shape can also occur or be 

positioned differently (some positions are shown in 
the table). A reads as capital A while ɑ reads as small 

ɑ. 

 

Written Letters, Linguistic-Transcription forms-Symbols; Numbers etc. as Shapes: 

Capital letter Shapes  Small letters as distinct Shapes 

1. A Shape:   

an upside down structured Kurve and a horizontal 

Strait. Occurrences:   

                 etc.  

2. ɑ Shape:  

an unstructured Kurve facing left and a vertical Strait. 

Occurrences: ɒ    D    

This Shape and capital D are the same Shape. 

3. B Shape:  

a vertical Strait combined with two unstructured 
Kurves, one on top of the other.  

Occurrences: ϖ 

4. b Shape:  

a vertical Strait combined with an unstructured Kurve 
down. Occurrences: P, d, q, p etc. 

5a. C Shape:  Small letter c is the same Shape as capital letter C. This 
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an unstructured Kurve facing rightward. 

Occurrences: Ͻ  

 
5b. V Shape:  

a structured Kurve. Occurrences:<,    >,  ˄ 

is same as small v. 

 

The two shapes in 5 are the variants of the Kurve 
atomic Shape in the Shape‘s project. 

6. E Shape:  

A vertical Strait with a three level horizontal 

Strait. Occurrences: Ǝ 

7. e Shape: 

Occurrences: ǝ,  ɘ 

8. F Shape: 

Occurrences:4 (like number 4/handwritten) 

9. f Shape: 

Same as small t,  Ɉ 

10. ƒ Shape Whether written small or big, this form (the voiceless 

bilabial fricative symbol) is the same Shape.  

11. G Shape: 

Occurrences: ŋ 

12. ɡ Shape:  

Occurrences: ɓ, a 

13. H Shape 14. h Shape: 

Occurrences: ɥ 

15. I Shape: 

Capital ―ai,‖ small ―εl,‖ and number I are, the 

same Shape. 

16. i Shape 

17. J Shape 18. j Shape 

19. K Shape: 

Occurrences: ʞ 

Small k is the same Shape as capital K. 

 

20. L Shape: 
Occurrences: ˥,  ˩,    Γ 

See number (15) 

21. M Shape: 

Occurrences: Ʃ 

Same Shape as W and small w 

22. m Shape: 

Occurrences: ɯ 

23. N Shape: 

Occurrences: Z and z. 

Capital N, capital Z and small z are all of the same 

shape. 

24. n Shape: 

Occurrences: u 

25. ɲ Shape: 

Occurrences: ɳ 

A small written form (of the palatal nasal symbol) is 

the same shape. 

26. O Shape Small o has the same Shape as capital O. 

27. Q Shape Small ―kiw‖ is the same Shape in the p, q, b etc. lot.  

28. R Shape: 

Occurrences: Я, ʁ 

29. r Shape: 

Occurrences: ɹ, ɼ  

30. S Shape: 

Occurrences: Ƨ 

Small s is the same Shape as capital S. 

31. ʃ Shape 

This shape is a variant of some sort for S shape 

above. 

The shape‘s small counterpart is the same shape.  

32. T Shape Small ―tii‖ Same Shape as in small ―εf,‖   see number 
(9). 

33. X Shape Small x is same Shape as capital X 

34. Y Shape 

 

35. y Shape: 

Occurrences: ɦ, ʎ 

36. Ɣ  Shape  Small gamma (also voiced velar fricative symbol) is 

the same shape as its capital form.  

37. £  Shape A small written form of the pound sign is the same 

shape. 

38. ð  The eth sign has no small form 

39. Ʒ   Shape  

Occurrences: Ƹ 

 A small written form (of the voiced palatal-alveolar 

fricative symbol) is the same shape. 

40. Ʋ Shape  The voiced bilabial fricative sign, whether written 

small or big, is the same shape.  

41. € Shape  A small written form of the double barred (also Euro 

sign) is the same shape. 

42.¢ Shape  A small written form of the slashed c (also Cent sign or 
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cedi form) is the same shape.  

43. œ Shape  OE in French: no distinction when written small or big 

44. Ѱ  Shape  An unstructured Kurve with a slash inside: No 

distinction whether written small or big. 

(Arabic) Numbers as Shapes 

45. 2 Shape:  

Occurrences: ح 

 46. 3 Shape: 

Occurrences: ɛ 

47. 5 Shape: 48. 6 Shape: 

Occurrences: 9 

49. 8 Shape Number 7 is part of L; see item (20). 

Some Arrows as Shapes 

50a.  ↑  ↓   →  50b.    ↔    ↕ 
Table 5: Inventory of Distinct Shapes “architectured” from the Strait & Kurve atomic Shapes. Each numbered form 

shows a different Shape 

 

This inventory is not exhaustive but is illustrative of 

the productive occurrence of the atomic Shapes; 

Strait and Kurve in the forms of writing (spelling, 

transcriptions, numbering, use of different signs-

symbols, arrows etc.). 

2.2. Explanations: Atomic Shapes in Numbers 

(both Arabic & Roman) 

The Strait and Kurve atomic or primitive shapes are 
seen in the basic Arabic numbering system, from 1 to 

9. Number one is a Strait (just like capital letter ai and 

small letter ɛl). Number 2 consists of a Kurve sitting 

on a horizontal Strait. Number 3 is made up of two 

unstructured Kurves hierarchically placed; namely, 

one on top of the other and facing leftward. Number 4 

(handwritten form, also seen above, in a Vivaldi 

font), is like capital letter F turned differently. Thus, 

the number is a combination of Straits. Number 5 has 

a structured Kurve v-like on top of an unstructured 

Kurve, C-like with different positioning. Number 6 

and 9 are the same Shape; a combination of 
unstructured Kurves. Number 7, as shown in item 

(20) in the table is the same shape as a capital L shape 

turned differently with Straits. Finally, number 8 is a 

series of unstructured C-like Kurves combined. This 

can also be analyzed as two zeros combined or even 

two letters of S intertwined: this makes number 8 

purely a Kurve shape. This shape can be positioned as 

lying in a horizontal way (as shown above in table 1 

for the bee in the Introduction). Similarly, in Roman 

numbers, I is a Strait and V (number 5) is a structured 

Kurve, while X (number 10) is two Straits placed 
diagonally. This last can also be analyzed as two v-

like forms placed hierarchically, depends. Roman 

number C (hundred) is unstructured Kurve. The 

thousand symbol (M) in Roman numbering and 

capital letter M is the same shape.   

 

2.3. Explanations: Complex Shapes; Fuzzy 

Shapes; Organic-Irregular Shapes & Geometric-

regular Shapes 

Complex Shapes: Even though each shape in the 

Inventory of shapes in table 5 is ―architectured‖ or 

constructed out of the Strait and Kurve atoms, each is 
considered as a distinct shape. Outside these, many 

complex shapes can be formed. Complexity can come 

either from add-ons of the shape itself or from 

different combinations of the atoms. For example, 

item (44) Ѱ consists of an unstructured Kurve with a 

vertical Strait inside it. Thus, this shape is not an 

atom or a primitive shape. It is composed of more 

than an atom alright; however, it is not complex but 

basic in its composition: in other words, the degree of 
complexity is basic. A complex shape can result from 

different add-ons on this shape. 

Fuzzy Shapes: Fuzzy in fuzzy shapes is an adoption 

from Prototypical theory in which we find terms such 

as ―fuzzy categories, fuzzy boundaries, fuzziness‖ 

etc. (Zadeh, 1965; McCawley 1981; SEP 2017). 

Fuzzy shape simply means here that the shape is 

irrecoverable as a form from a recognizable set: the 

shape is ―to a certain extent or degree yes or 

no‖…this is the notion of a middle category (different 

from classical categorization where a thing is 

―necessarily and sufficiently‖ a member of a category 
and there is no middle conception). The existence of 

fuzziness goes along with ―prototypicality‖ …the 

idea that a member or some members of a category 

may be more representative of the category than 

another or others. This notion (fuzziness) is different 

from whether a shape is Organic or Geometric.  

 

Organic vs. Geometric Shapes: The basic meanings 

of the terms ―Organic‖ vs. ―Geometric‖ are adoptions 

from the Arts, Mathematics/Geometry. Organic 

shapes refer to natural object shapes, which in the 
majority of cases are irregular or have free forms. For 

example, a ‗cloud‘ is an irregular shape and therefore, 

organic. Plants and animals are generally described as 

irregular and thus organic. For example, ginger (in 

most cases) has no particular form; it is a free form. 

However, not all natural-organic shapes are irregular 

(e.g. an onion has a spherical shape and is a Kurve). 

Geometric shapes (e.g. squares, circles, triangles etc.) 

have well structured and measurable ends. 

Combinations of both Organic and Geometric forms 

can occur in a Shape.  
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2.4. Shapes (Atomic & Letter Shapes) in Objects 

in the World   
The images in table 6 illustrate the dominance of the 

underlying atoms (Strait-Kurve), also present in 

letter-shapes in objects in the world. The purpose is to 

establish a non-arbitrary link or association between 

the atoms and letter shapes, on one hand, and the 

objects that language (letters and atoms) names on the 
other hand. This association highlights non-

arbitrariness which explains the world in a much 

better way. The table shows only a small sample of 

this association. 

 
Table 6: Strait and Kurve in Objects in the World: gestalt or global views 

1. A skyscrapper 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyscraper 

A vertical Strait 

2. A half moon 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_phase 

A half moon is a C-like Shape, 

specifically, an unstructured C 

which is a Kurve. 

3. A multi-step ladder 

 
https://www.google.com/search?q=A+shaped+ladders,+wikipedia.com 

The object has a capital A-like 

Shape (gestalt view).  

Thus a combination of a 

horizontal Strait and a Kurve.  

4. A ladder frame or hatch: a capital H-like image  Considering the steps as one 

(gestalt view), this has the form 

of a capital H shape, thus two 

vertical Straits and a horizontal 

one.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skyscraper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_phase
https://www.google.com/search?q=A+shaped+ladders,+wikipedia.com
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http://rust.fandom.com.wiki.Ladder_Hatch 

5. Bean seeds (with a C-like Shape) 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Phaseolus_vulgaris_seed.jpg 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bean 

 

 Beans represented here have a 

C-like shape. 
They are organic but regular in 

shape. This explains the fact that 

not all organic objects are 

irregular in shape. The objects 

are Kurves. 

6. A plant/tree 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree 

This banana plant is a Kurve (it 

looks like a bent Strait with 

branches, but it is intrinsically 

bendable, not rigid, thus a 
Kurve). 

7. A tree with branches 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree 

Each tree, by gestalt view, is a 

vertical Strait. By detail view, 

the branches on the tree are 

Kurves, ―bendy‖ and lack the 

rigidity characteristic of the tree 

trunk. 

http://rust.fandom.com.wiki.ladder_hatch/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Phaseolus_vulgaris_seed.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree
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8 An envelope: M shape 

 
http://clipart-library.com/pictures-of-envelopes.ht 

By gestalt view, this envelope 

has an M shape: a Kurve.  

Thus, M can take varied 
characterization depending on 

the object.  

9. A chair form 

 

Small h-like shape with a 

vertical Strait and a Kurve 

facing rightward. 

10. Human body  

(the original image has been revised to fit current purposes) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

The human vertical standing 

body and skeleton is a vertical 

Strait. Detail description will 

show Straits and Kurves (e.g. 

the lower part in the second 
image is a Kurve, while the 

upper part is a Strait). Flesh on 

the body is a Kurve. 

 

 

 

 

11. The 2 hemispheres of the human brain; lungs; intestines; stomach 

    

   
https://betterbuttchallenge.com/buttocks-anatomy-101-glute-muscles-

explained/ 

Except the intestines which have 

small m shape, the rest of the 

human body parts shown here 

are all C-like Kurves. 

 

12. A tree/plant 

 

This is a Y –like Shape. It is a 

Strait by gestalt view and a 
combination of a Strait (stand) 

and Kurves up.  

https://betterbuttchallenge.com/buttocks-anatomy-101-glute-muscles-explained/
https://betterbuttchallenge.com/buttocks-anatomy-101-glute-muscles-explained/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree 

13. A boot 

 
https://www.google.com/search?q=Short+boots+on+google... 

This is an r-like Shape turned 

differently (e.g. ɹ or ɺ turned 

rightward). This shape is a 

combination of a Strait and 

Kurve. 
 

  

III. CONCLUSION 

 

This article has shown that language forms depict 

also world object forms in a non-arbitrary way when 

looked at from the point of view of Shapes. The 

ongoing Shapes project looks into natural or artificial 

objects in the world which can (or cannot) be 
described in terms of Shapes. The article firstly 

tackled the issue of redundancy in language and 

proposed that a Shape conception is able to handle 

disparate forms in a much more succinct and 

associative way if we adopt the two atomic Shapes, 

the Strait and the Kurve. Table 5 illustrated a non-

exhaustive but representative list of 50 language 

forms which characteristically contain the atomic 

parts, Strait and Kurve. Table 6 tied part of this list to 

objects in the world which depict these language 

forms: the aim is to link aspects of language with 
aspects of elements in the world in a sort of non-

arbitrary way. Categorization in this sense is done 

from a Shape‘s perspective, whether feeding on the 

atoms or from the basic configurations of the 

proposed atoms (i.e. letters of the alphabet, linguistic 

symbols etc.).  

Furthermore, the Shapes project can be seen as a 

search for a special lexicon that captures language 

and objects in the world on an interdisciplinary basis 

using the Meta-language; the Strait and Kurve.  

Thus, if Straits and Kurves are found in the world 

predominantly, one may ask, then what? Well, this 
suggests that the world is structured non-arbitrarily 

and also functions predominantly or productively this 

way. Physically or conceptually, there are 

things/phenomena or systems in life (besides the ones 

illustrated) that can be considered Straits or Kurves 

(e.g. teacher-student relationships; parent-child 

relationships; priorities-and secondary-peripheral 

concerns; governmental systems where there the 

rulers and the ruled; etc. Economies or the kind of 

authority prevailing in a company or work place can 

all be described in Strait and Kurve terms.). 

Furthermore, the concept of who rules and who bends 

in a specific environment/workplace is also available 

here for better orientation of life (this does not entail 
deprivation of freedoms since humanity is a Strait and 

rules at various places but also can be a Kurve and 

bends when needed in other environments for proper 

functioning of life. This constancy of awareness and 

remembrance is one solution (in a 21st century of 

learning and progress). This is important to assist our 

world which is running into chaos.    

Future directions of the project consist of (1) 

broadening the scope of the Shape‘s research to other 

aspects of language or writing systems (e.g. 

pictographic and ideographic writing systems) once 
the initial project goes through or has significant 

standing; (2) looking into perspectives of 

incorporating Shapes in didactics and also redressing 

real practical language or language related problems 

with Shapes Research.  
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